of impurities dis~olved in metallic iron. Estimates are made from atomic hfs constants of the contributions to internal fields that might be expected on the basis of conduction electron polarization. The observed fields in several heavy elements are roughly proportional to the fields attributed to the outer s electrons in the free atoms. The signs and magnitudes, and especially the Z dependence, of these fields are compatible with the conduction-electron polarization mechanism. Other internal fields, particularly. for Cs and Ba in Fe, are predicted, to test .. ~t this mechanism further.
A tentative basis is thus establ.ished for estimating the hyperfine fields at impurities in iron. These estimates should be useful -in planning M8ssbauer or nuclear polarization experiments. It is not feasible to calculate internal,hyperfine fields from first pr~nciples. The calculations' to date have. been based on models involving rather substantial approximations. The detailed calculations have been based on atomic properties, rather than.refe!,'ring in any quantitative way to specifically solid-state properties. In spite of these difficulties the theory has followed experiment rather closely, and several mechanisms have.been suggested that are ih large part borne out by experiment. We do not .p~opose any new'mechanisms here (although·· we do give a specific recipe for estimating the contributions from CEP), but simply discuss known internal fields in terms of existing . mechanisms.
It should be emphasized that the interpretation of induced fields in terms of CEP is not unique.· It" is very difficult to establish the relative contribution~ of CEP and core-pola,rization (CP) experimentally, although we cite some evidence favoring CEP in the heaviest elements .in a later section. Surely there is ~ core-polarization in any at.om on which the outer electrons are not paired exac~ly to zero, UCRL-11664 Rev.
should.be useful primarily in helping to categorize the known hyperfine . . .
. '
( .
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fields for solutes in iron •. These fields have considerable practical importance (particularly for nuclear orientation) and a·qualitative understanding of their origins, or at least a systematic method of predicting them, is badly needed. A secondary purpose of this paper_ is to suggest that the rather sparse data available at present seem .
to favor CEP as a field-producing mechanism for silver and some of the heavier elements in magnetic. , hosts •.
A tabulation of measured hyperfine fields at nuclei in Fe, Co, and Ni lattices is given in Section II, and evidence for an inductive mechanism for some of these fields is discussed in Section III. Several
. '
.· mechanisms are reviewed iri Section IV. In Section V a method is given for estimating contributions from CEP. This is compared with experiment in Section VI, and· Section VII contains several predictions that arise from this comparison .
. II. · THE MEASURED HYPERFINE :FIELDS ·. .
,;
We are con~erned-here with hyperfine magnetic fields at nuclei of impurit~ atoms d:l,ssol;ed (presumably in very dil:ute, ~ubst.it~tional,.
· primary solid solutions) in ferromagnetic metals. Only the hosts Fe,
. Co, and Ni are considered because only for these hosts are enough data available to allow a discussion of systematic behavior.· The fields are set out in Taqle I, with errors, where available, in parentheses • Signs are given for the cases in which they are avai'labl.e ..
. :·.
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-5--UCRL-11664 Rev. It also changes with distance, and we. are interested in the_polarization induced in the ou-t;;er s electrons of, the )mpuri ties (;p in Eq. ( 1)).
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·This polarization, p, could only be ri·gorously calculated from-the exchange integral inv(jlving the 4s electron-of Fe and the outer s electron of ·the impurity.· Until computational.methods are· developed which make· good theoretic-al estimates of n _and p in Eq.
(1) possible, the best .....
·that we can to is to estimate them. We know from the above discussion .
. that the product np should be a few percent, and positive if we are interested in the direction of the hyperfine field, as in Eq. (1) _(this results in a negative HCE; it ~o~lowsfrom spin-polarization of . the impurity's s electron-by the .4s electrons of Fe). It is reasonable to expect that in first approximation the np .. product will be nearly constant, for: most heavy.metal atoms in iron·. ·We shall find.
in Secti~n VI that the available data are best fitted by--np ~ • 07
Finally, 'the field at the impurity-atom nucleus a~ising t;rom one ns electron (here n is the p~inciple quantum number). can be . I estimated from the ~tomic hyperfine structure constant, a .,· together ns -.
with the nuclear moment, of~ given isotope or simply by using the · · --hyperfine field arising from an s
... This presumably arises from the more complete shielding of the 6s electrons from the nucleus by the 4f electrons .
To compare the induced fields for impurities.d{ssolved in iron with the above free-atom fields we adjusted the scale by fi~ting the internal field for Au in iron. This is equivalent.to taking np = 0.07 (.. in Eq. ( l), which has the effect of multiplying the ·ordinates of the Before discussing the comparison with experiment in detail it is well to consider whether np = 0.07 is reasonable. On the average n is about l; thus a polarization of about 7% is implied. This is a little higher than might be expected from Watson and Freeman's free atom calculations 1 on Fe, although the comparison is riot simple. T-vro factors that have not been taken into account in our estimates of np are (l) the difference between the probability of being at the nucleus of the outer s electron in the free atom and in the metal, and (2) the fact that electron transfer (or a change in electron de~sity) takes place in alloys. 12 For electronegative metals in Fe these two effects will tend to cancel to some extent. For electropositive metals they may ' tend to decrease the internal fields. It would be very valuable to get independent experimental or theoretical evidence about np for even orte case, to test the proposed figure of 0.07.
VI. THE COMPARISON. WITH EXPERIMENT
In evaluating Fig. 3 we must remember that observed hyperfine fields for impurities dissolved in iron are being compared with the "expected" contributions from polarized conduction electrons alone.
The points corresponding to internal fields caused by core polarization, orbital contributions, etc., should not lie on the "conduction eiectron.
polarizationi' curves, which should, rather, ·:serve as a baseline from l which the fields in magnetic atoms would deviate. We have includeq i magnetic impurity atoms in Fig. 3 for completeness.
,_ It is.for the heavier elements. that conduction-electron polar-' ization is expected to be a dominant contributor to the induced fields.
The qualitative agreement of the 65 electron series with CEP e5timates
is impressive .. The fields are negative in those cases for which the sign i.s known, the-magnitudes are very large, and there is an increase in magnitude by a factor of 2.3 from Re to Au. Th;i,s last point is explained quite naturally by CEP, while there is apparently no reason to expect such a change in fields arising from CP. Accurate measurements of the internal fields at nuclei of other 5d metals dissolved in ironwould be very useful. This is, of course, no surprise, because both the effective magnetic moment, which is the ordinate in the Slater-Pauling curve, and the·
.internal field are .caused by unpaired spins in ·the 3d shelL As impurities in iron these atoms to some ·extent bring in unpaired spins:
to some extent their spins are further unpaired by the ferromagnetic host.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a brief survey of hyperfine fields at nuclei of impurities dissolved in iron. Trends were observed which may prove of some heuristic value. It is very important, for several experimental methods that depend on hyperfine fields in ferromagnets, to be able to make reasonable estimates---however empirical---of the fields that can be expected. . Figure 3 should prove useful in y this respect. In particular it ma:y be used to make a rough estimate of the induced hyperfine fields in an iron lat~ice of many nominally nonmagnetic atoms: For example we may make the purely empirical observation that internal fields in excess'of over-0.6 million gauss have been found only for elements with Z > 74, for which all the seven measured fields are in excess of this figure (the rare earths, which are magnetic elements, should provide several exceptions to this observation, as discussed below).
..
• ... \ I ;... This point is. illustrated in Fig. 4a . A similar situation obtains for the free atoms (Table II) , but for a different
. ' ..
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-13- the CEP hyperfine fields are very sensitive to the amount of electron transfer from the host (Fig. ~b) , and it is not possible to make an.
"·-· unambiguous estimate of the CEP field on the simple model des.cribed '·· above. For the rare .earths and actinides· in iron the 4f (5f) shells will probably remain. intact and produce the usual hyperfine fields characteristic .of.·rare earths •. If tlle atomic moments of these atoms are oriented in an iron lattice. by·spin-exchange polarization 15 one might expect large negative internal fields.in the first half of the .4f ( 5f) · shell and positive fields in the second half.
(
We have worked out the expected internal fields, using the expression given by Elliott 16
· These fields are plotted in Fig. 5 ., ... · ..
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--in a ·magnetic lattice. For alkaline earths_ (Fig;.4a) 
